REGISTRATION for WORKSHOPS and CLASSES 
All classes and workshops offered by The Knit With meet only at the shop, 8226 Germantown Avenue unless otherwise stated. Not all classes and workshops are offered in each series nor are all offered in every available time. Attendance is limited to tuition paying participants who have completed registration, i.e., there is no open attendance. Registration for most classes is limited to twelve (12) students, unless otherwise stated; workshops have specific and may have different registration limits. Registration is accomplished in advance and includes an assessment of the participant’s skill level and suitability for a specific class or workshop. 
Classes are project oriented, i.e., students are offered a series of instruction planned to accomplish through session work and homework a specific project or a project designed to accomplish a specific handwork skill level. Classes meet for six consecutive weeks, legal holidays excepted, at the same time and day each week. Workshops generally treat, hands-on, a broad range of techniques and skills and may require an advance and independent knowledge of specific techniques or skills not taught as part of a specific workshop, e.g., finishing workshop requires knowledge of basic crochet and knitting in addition to availability of garments available and suitable for finishing. Workshops may meet for fewer sessions than classes and may meet for less than two hours; workshops meeting over multiple weeks begin at the same hour on the same day each week.

All workshops and classes are offered on a tuition basis. Tuition should be fully paid upon registration and no later than the first session. Tuition includes the cost of any syllabus and printed materials specifically designated by the instructor as necessary for the specific class. Not all classes or workshops have printed materials. Tuition does not include the cost of yarns, needles or accessories selected by the participant. Class participants may select their yarn from a variety of suitable yarns offered by The Knit With, the characteristics and properties of which and suitability for use on the class project are familiar to the instructor. Workshop participants are apprised, in advance, of any required or recommended materials list. Instructor reserves the right to combine sessions of classes where no adverse affect will be anticipated. Class participants may withdraw, with a pro-rata refund of tuition less a one-half capitalisation, through the start of the third session after which no tuition refund is allowed; no refund of tuition is allowed upon withdrawal from a workshop. 
Participants who anticipate the need to miss a regularly scheduled class may make up the missed instruction by attendance at another session, provided space is available in that session and the make-up attendance would not conflict with the presentation of that class. Participants not able to make up missed instruction in this manner may do so during regularly scheduled store hours — provided such make-up session is convenient with the instructor and an appointment has been made; a missed appointment can not be further re-scheduled. Most but not all classes include an additional make-up session which meets at the regularly scheduled time. Missed workshops can not be made-up. Additional instruction can be offered, at no additional charge, to any class participant during regularly scheduled hours provided such additional instruction is convenient with the instructor and does not conflict with the regular conduct of business. 
By registration, participant acknowledges and accepts the terms and conditions of registration. 
Registrant _______________________________________________ Date _______
(Signature) 
Please PRINT the following information 
Registrant : __________________________________________ 
Telephone : _____ - _______ - ________ 
E-Mail : ___________________________

Address : ________________________________________ 
City : ____________________________ 
Zip : ____________ - ____________

Please CHECK OFF all remaining information 
__ CLASSES
__ WORKSHOPS
__ SESSION
__ TIME 
__ SERIES 
____ Workshops for the Accomplished Knitter ( Primer Series ) entire series 
___ Workshops for the Accomplished Knitter (Primer Series) individual sessions as checked: 
___ Reading Knitting Patterns and Their Abbreviations (Session 1) 
___ Understanding Universal Yarn Symbols (Session 2 ) 
___ Techniques in Achieving Gauge (Session 3 ) 
___ Effectively Measuring for Successful Knitting (Session 4 ) 
___ Avoiding the Ravels or Fixing Mistakes While Knitting (Session 5) 
O Introductory Knitting  O Professional Finishing  
O Intermediate Knitting  O Basic Fashion Knitting Design   
O Advanced Knitting/Advanced Knitting Design    
O Introductory Crochet O Designers’ Workshop     
O Intermediate Crochet  O Machine Knitting 
O Advanced Crochet  O Kids Workshop 
O Cross Cultural Knitting 
O Intense Intarsia & Entrelaces

O  Sunday  O Tuesday O Wednesday O Thursday
O Spring 20 ___ O  Summer 20 ___ O Autumn 20 ___ O Winter 20 ___



For on-line registration : add credit card type, account number and expiration date



